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D. C. Copeland's

Dance Student Questionnaire
Creating/Explore

A
Process component: EXPLORE, investigate multiple movement possibilities to learn more about an
idea.
Anchor Standard: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
Enduring Understanding: Choreographers and people use a variety of sources as inspiration and
transform concepts and ideas into movement for artistic expression.
Essential question: Where do choreographers and people get ideas for dances?

a-1
a. Listen to the 15 songs from the Great American Songbook used in the dancical. How did they inspire
the dancing found in the story? How would you use that music to choreograph a dance today-especially if you had never seen the Lindy or Jitterbug before? Would it still be a partner dance? Does
the choreographer's/student's ethnicity have anything to do with the dance's outcome?
b. Start with the Lindy and improvise from there. YouTube has many examples of teaching and doing
those dances. Go to the Educator Resources page here and open the pdf file for live links on
YouTube to see and learn the steps.

a-2
a. Synthesize content generated from stimulus materials to choreograph dance studies or dances using
original or codified movement. Students can use the codified dance steps for the Lindy and Jitterbug on
the Educator Resources page here that have been recorded in Labanotation, a system of movement
writing originated by Rudolf Laban during the first quarter of the twentieth century.
b. Apply personal movement preferences and strengths with the movement vocabulary of several dance
styles or genres to choreograph an original dance study or dance that communicates an artistic intent .
Compare personal choices to those made by well-known choreographers. As an example, reimagine
the final dance number of the dancical where Billy and Tharbis win the dance contest by doing steps no
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one had seen before outside of a Broadway or Vaudeville stage that used tap, modern, jazz, balletic, hip
hop, and robotic moves. Or consider venturing out of the basic Lindy and Jitterbug to reimagine the
highly stylized dance between Billy and Tharbis at the end of Act 1 which uses Irving Berlin's 1936 hit
Let's Face the Music and Dance introduced in the movie Follow the Fleet. The original Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers version can be found here but the inspiration for the version in Jitterbug! is the
more soulful rendition found here by Ella Fitzgerald. Or reimagine a very vernacular dance from the
“Social Whist Party” scene at Miss Thelma's apartment that showcases the Slow Drag to Memphis
Minnie's 1930 hit Jitis Blues. Watch the dance Emmy-nominated choreographer Jeffrey Page dreamed
up for the dancical at www.jittrbug.net (scroll down the opening page until you find Rehearsal Footage
video in the center of the page). It's a very broad interpretation of the slow drag-- which was considered
scandalous at that time-- but its something great dancers like Billy and Tharbis would do. Other
vernacular dances from that era can be found at the back of this manual in Labonation.

a-3
a. Jitterbug! has been called a “choreographer's dream play” because it encourages broad
interpretation-- especially with the winning dance number at the end of the play. Synthesize content
generated from Jitterbug! Experiment and take risks to discover a personal voice to communicate
artistic intent.
b. Expand personal movement preferences and strengths to discover unexpected solutions that
communicate the artistic intent of an original dance found in Jitterbug! Show off whatever you learned
in your various dance disciplines. Like jazz music, which encourages improvisation, Jitterbug!
encourages pushing the creative choreographer envelope. The wilder, the most empathic, the most
soulful the better. Analyze the unexpected solutions and explain why they were effective in expanding
artistic intent.
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Creating/Plan

B
Process Component: Plan
Anchor Standard: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
Enduring Understanding: The elements of dance, dance structures, and choreographic devices, serve
as both a foundation and a departure point for choreographers.
Essential Question: What influences choice-making in creating choreography?

b-1
a. Collaborate to design a dance using choreographic devices and dance structures in Jitterbug! to
support an artistic intent. Borrow from Labanotation as a starting point in interpreting the Lindy and the
Jitterbug. As an example, when Billy and Tharbis first dance together in that impromptu Jitterbug in the
street at the beginning of the play, what is the choreographer's artistic intent? Is it based on the
playwright's intent? What was the playwright trying to express with that dance number? How can it be
expressed in the dance? Explain how the dance structures clarify the artistic intent.
b. Develop an artistic statement for an original dance study or dance. Introduce your dance through a
written artistic statement or by telling the class/audience what influenced you to make the choices you
did in designing the dance. Aside from the music found in the dancical, what other elements influenced
your artistic decisions? Discuss how the use of movement elements, choreographic devices and dance
structures serve to communicate the artistic statement.

B-2
a Work individually and collaboratively to design and implement a variety of choreographic devices
and dance structures to develop original dances based on those found in Jitterbug! Analyze how the
structure and final composition informs the artistic intent. Jitterbug! encourages choreographic
creativity. The question is, how do you create something new from something old, i.e., how do you as a
contemporary choreographer take the formulaic (the basic Jitterbug or any old dance) and transform it
into something new and different while still honoring the playwright's artistic intent and the play's
historical context? Show us.
b. Develop an artistic statement that reflects a personal aesthetic for an original dance study or dance to
use in Jitterbug! Select and demonstrate movements that support the artistic statement. Bring what you
know to the party-- the Social Whist Party at Miss Thelma's apartment-- and strut it across her floor.
But keep it historically correct. That is to say, use the dance inside you, moves that define you, and let
them loose on the 1931 dance floor.

b-3
a. Demonstrate fluency and personal voice in designing and choreographing original dances for
Jitterbug! based on the period dances found in the dancical. The Jitterbug is one of the few dances still
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“practiced” from those that are found in the play. It has evolved over time to keep pace with the
changes in music, adapting itself to the styles of rock, country, and the punk influences of the retro
swing movement from the 1980's. Because of that, the Jitterbug should be the easiest to personally
interpret because there are so many examples out there, all of which can be found on YouTube.
However, Jitterbug! taps the historic vernacular of other dances too which, like the historical
background of this story, are nearly forgotten. All of those dances-- like the Suzy Q and the Black
Bottom-- can be found on the live YouTube links in the Multimedia Resources link here. You are
encouraged to use them in your original dances, improvising off of them like jazz musicians. You are
encouraged to “run wild” with your choreographic choices, to take it out of 1931 and into the present as
per your artistic intent, with or without the music used in the dancical. Justify choreographic choices
and explain how they are used to intensify artistic intent.
b. Construct an artistic statement that communicates a personal, cultural and artistic perspective. You
must be able to communicate through word and print what your interpretative dance means to you
personally regarding what you learned about that historical period, its impact on history and today's
culture, and how it may or may not have had a ripple effect that reached out from over 80+years-ago
and touched you in ways you may not even be aware of.
Prompt: Although the Cotton Club entertainment was totally African American, it was a
segregated business catering only to whites. Use for inspiration the 1935 short Cab Calloway's
Jitterbug Party to construct an artistic statement about segregation. In the film segregation is taken as a
matter of fact and a lie (one of the pillars racism is based on). When the inimitable Cab finishes singing
'Long About Midnight, a song about Harlemites getting rowdy after dark to forget their troubles during
the day, he walks over to a table of well-dressed African Americans and invites them to a Jitter Bug
party. Unless those folks (who appear to be hepcats but have never heard of a Jitter Bug party) were
sitting in the kitchen, it never could have happened. Artistic license aside, the next shot shows the
group leaving the club on their trek through Harlem to the party, passing such legendary long gone
landmarks like the Lafayette Theatre (and stereotypes of black men shooting craps in an alley). At the
party you won't see any Jitterbug dancing but you will learn the word's origin when Cab sings Jitter
Bug: Jitter Bug at that time had not been associated with the dance (that would come a few years later).
In the film Jitter Bug is referring to an alcoholic suffering the tremors and doesn't paint that in a
negative light. It is in fact, something to aspire to to forget your troubles. Cab co-wrote the 1934 song
and you can read its lyrics here (scroll down until you see the title). Use this information to develop
your dance (no Jitterbugging necessary!).
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Creating/Revise

C
Process Component: Revise
Anchor Standard: Refine and complete artistic work.
Enduring Understanding: Choreographers analyze, evaluate, refine, and document their work to
communicate meaning.
Essential Question: How do choreographers use self-reflection, feedback from others, and
documentation to improve the quality of their work?

c-1
a. Clarify the artistic intent of a Jitterbug! dance by manipulating choreographic devices and dance
structures based on established artistic criteria and feedback from others. Specifically, clarify the
artistic intent of the “unemployment line” dance from the dancical (not Billy's tap dance across the
street). How would you choreograph that dance? Analyze and evaluate the impact of your choices made
in the revision process.
b. Compare recognized systems to document a section of a Jitterbug! dance using writing, symbols, or
media technologies. Show ways of documenting the “unemployment line” dance (not Billy's tap dance
across the street) using writing, symbols (Labanotation), or media technologies.

c-2
a. Clarify the artistic intent of the “unemployment line” dance (not Billy's tap dance across the street)
by refining choreographic devices and dance structures, collaboratively or independently using
established artistic criteria, self-reflection, and the feedback of others. Analyze and evaluate the impact
of choices made in the revision process.
b. Develop a strategy to record the “unemployment line” dance (not Billy's tap dance across the street)
using recognized systems of dance documentation (writing, Labanotation, media technologies).

C-3
a. Clarify the artistic intent of BOTH the “unemployment line” dance AND Billy's tap dance across the
street by manipulating and refining choreographic devices, dance structures, and artistic criteria using
self-reflection and feedback from others. Document choices made in the revision process and justify
how the refinements support artistic intent.
b. Document the dual dancing scenes going on at the same time (“unemployment line” dance and
Billy's tap dance across the street) by using writing, Labanotation, or media technologies.
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Performing/Express

D
Process Component: Express
Anchor Standard: Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for presentation.
Enduring Understanding: Space, time, and energy are basic elements of dance.
Essential Question: How do dancers work with space, time and energy to communicate artistic
expression?

d-1
a. Develop partner and ensemble skills that enable contrasting level changes through lifts, balances, or
other means while maintaining a sense of spatial design and relationship during the dance contest at the
Savoy Ballroom. Use space intentionally during phrases and through transitions between phrases.
Establish and break relationships with others as appropriate to the choreography.
b. Use syncopation and accent movements related to different tempi. Take rhythmic cues from different
aspects of accompaniment. Integrate breath phrasing with metric and kinesthetic phrasing. Listen to
Chick Webb's version of George and Ira Gershwins' Liza. Chick used it to “cut” any and all bands that
dared to challenge him and his orchestra in a series of “battle of the bands” at the Savoy Ballroom
during the 1930's. Use the music in applying the above criteria to your dance.
c. Connect energy and dynamics to movements by applying them in and through all parts of the body.
Develop total body awareness so that movement phrases demonstrate variances of energy and
dynamics. Listen to Chick Webb's version of George and Ira Gershwins' Liza. Chick used it to “cut”
any and all bands that dared to challenge him and his orchestra in a series of “battle of the bands” at the
Savoy Ballroom during the 1930's. Use the music in applying the above criteria to your dance.

d-2
a. Dance alone and with others with spatial intention. Expand partner and ensemble skills to greater
ranges and skill level. Execute complex floor and air sequences with others while maintaining
relationships through focus and intentionality by reimagining the “Social Whist Party” dance scene. It
was written to show a realistic slow drag where the dancers were “from the neighborhood,” who
weren't professionals (except for Billy and Tharbis) and who were dancing as couples. Using the same
music from that scene (Memphis Minnie's Jitis Blues) make that scene come “alive” using the above
criteria that takes what was random dancing and dance styles from that period and “magically” make
the dancers at one point synchronize their steps. Perhaps the women are thrown through the air from
one man to another. It's your call. Here's what Emmy nominated choreographer Jeffrey Page did (once
the web page opens, scroll down until you come to his “Rehearsal Footage”). Can you take it to another
level? Think outside of the box.
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b. Perform dance studies and compositions that use time and tempo in unpredictable ways. Use internal
rhythms and kinetics as phrasing tools. Dance “in the moment” by choreographing a winning dance
contest number for Billy and Tharbis. In that scene, the music segues from the Gershwins Liza to
Duke Ellington's Harlem Suite, i.e. the Jitterbug segues into tap, modern, jazz, ballet, and dance styles
from the future-- all to Ellington's music which seeps into Liza at around 11:45 on the YouTube time
bar. Start from there and go wild.
c. Initiate movement phrases by applying energy and dynamics. Vary energy and dynamics over the
length of a phrase and transition smoothly out of the phrase and into the next phrase, paying close
attention to its movement initiation and energy. Choreograph a winning dance contest number for
Billy and Tharbis. In that scene, the music segues from the Gershwin's Liza to Duke Ellington's Harlem
Suite, i.e. the jitterbug segues into tap, modern, jazz, ballet, and dance styles from the future-- all to
Ellington's music which seeps into Liza at around 11:45 on the YouTube time bar. Start from Liza and
segue to Harlem Suite (you will have to synch both pieces of music to make this work).

d-3
a. Modulate and use the broadest range of movement in space for artistic and expressive clarity. Use
inward and outward focus to clarify movement and intent. Establish and break relationships with other
dancers and audience as appropriate to the dance. In the opening Jitterbug! dance number, Billy returns
to Harlem dancing and scat singing. His energetic presence gets Harlemites dancing in the street. At
one point the playwright writes that for a “brief shining moment” all of the people on the stage who
were only moments before walking and going about their business suddenly start “trucking” together to
music playing on an old Victrola: Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaplin's You Can't Live in Harlem
(performed by Sidney Bechet). Using that song and the same criteria above, create a dance that “fills
the stage” with people dancing together (or not) in dance styles from that time. Make it amazing.
b. Modulate time factors for artistic interest and expressive acuity. Demonstrate time complexity in
phrasing with and without musical accompaniment. Use multiple and complex rhythms (for example,
contrapuntal and/or polyrhythmic) at the same time. Work with and against rhythm of accompaniment
or sound environments. When Billy expresses his love for Tharbis in the “Romeo and Juliet/Singing in
the Rain” scene, he does it through tap dancing-- without music or singing. If you can't tap, use another
form of dance you're familiar with and express your love for someone looking down at you from a
window. Perhaps the only sounds heard are those of Harlem on a 1931 night: cars driving by, voices,
horns honking, shouting, cars/trucks braking. Use (or don't use) these sounds to propel your dance.
Sound effects are available for free downloading from the Jitterbug! Website. Oh, Harlem tenement
apartments have steps going up to the front door. How about getting Billy to dance up and down those
steps?
Prompt: A great example of modulating time factors for artistic interest can be found in the
opening number of West Side Story, arguably the world's best musical. Use that amazing and oh-soperfect dance sequence choreographed by Jerome Robbins to inspire you.
c. Modulate dynamics to clearly express intent while performing dance phrases and choreography.
Perform movement sequences expressively using a broad dynamic range and employ dynamic skills for
establishing relationships with other dancers and projecting to the audience. In the final dance number
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at the Savoy Ballroom, Billy and Tharbis find themselves dancing not only to win the contest, but to
keep alive. Their main competition is from Billy's ex gang the Jolly Fellows: George “Shorty”
Snowden and Big Bea. They end up challenging each other through dance steps to see who's the best.
But there are also moments when one or both couples stop dancing while the music keeps playing, i.e.,
when Billy and Tharbis are cut and slashed by Jolly Fellows standing on the sidelines. Using the above
criteria, choreograph not only the dance, but the scene too, including those “non-dancing” moments.
Get theatrical! Make the audience anxious. Make them care.
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Performing/Embody

E
Process Component: Embody
Anchor Standard: Develop and refine artistic technique and work for presentation.
Enduring Understanding: Dancers use the mind-body connection and develop the body as an
instrument for artistry and artistic expression.
Essential Question: What must a dancer do to prepare the mind and body for artistic expression?

e-1
a. Embody technical dance skills (for example, functional alignment, coordination, balance, core
support, clarity of movement, weight shifts, flexibility/range of motion) to retain and execute dance
choreography to learning the Jitterbug-- or any dance found in Jitterbug!
b. In 1931 dancers at the Savoy knew relatively nothing about eating healthy-- or taking care of their
bodies for dancing. For instance, the legendary George “Shorty” Snowden who dances with his equally
legendary partner Big Bea in the dancical, was forced by his doctor to quit dancing in 1938 because his
feet “had been pounded shapeless.” As for stretching before starting a routine, who knew? Times have
changed. How would you, knowing what you know today, develop a plan to stay fit and injury-free
while jitterbugging? Include nutrition in that plan. Adding “air steps” to the equation is expected and
will require added approaches. Discuss implementation of the plan and how it supports personal
performance goals.
Trivia: George “Shorty” Snowden didn't approve of “air steps”-- especially if the fundamentals
were not learned. “Lindy Hopping today seems to be mostly acrobatic tricks,” he said way back then.
“The kids don't stop to learn the fundamentals first-- they just start throwing each other around. To be
done right, the Lindy is mostly footwork... and they can't do it fast, they have to do the dance halftime.” Good advice from the real life Jitterbug dancer that inspired Billy Rhythm's character (other
Jolly Fellows dancers who influenced Billy's character are Al Minns and Leon James the very “kids”
Snowden criticized for adding air steps to the dance). You can watch Shorty and Big Bea here and
Minns and James here.
c. Collaborate with peers to establish and implement a rehearsal plan to meet performance goals for
creating a dance number for Jitterbug! Use a variety of strategies to analyze and evaluate performances
of self and others (for example, use video recordings of practice to analyze the difference between the
way movements look and how they feel to match performance with visual affect). Articulate
performance goals and justify reasons for selecting particular practice strategies.

e-2
a. Dance with sensibility toward other dancers while executing complex spatial, rhythmic and dynamic
sequences to meet performance goals for choreographing a dance for the Jitterbug! dance contest.
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b. Apply anatomical principles and healthful practices to a range of technical Jitterbug! dance skills for
achieving fluency of movement. Follow a personal nutrition plan that supports health for everyday life
by creating a “Jitterbug Manual to Staying Healthy and Fit.” Explain/show how a certain pre-dance
movement, i.e. stretching, can be used to augment safe dancing moves. Include post-dance “cool
down” exercises. Explain food choices with nutritional values that target dance related
anatomical/biological health, i.e., perhaps you can include a recipe for “Jitterbug Juice,” a healthy drink
Jitterbuggers can make for themselves. Explain why the ingredients were chosen for the drink.
c. Plan and execute collaborative and independent practice and rehearsal processes with attention to
technique and artistry informed by personal performance goals. Reflect on personal achievements.
Write a step-by-step plan to achieve choreographing a Jitterbug! dance number.

e-3
a. Apply body-mind principles to technical dance skills in complex choreography for any Jitterbug!
dance style (including pulling out dance styles from the future as was done in the final dance number
from the dancical) when performing solo, partnering, or dancing in ensemble works. Self-evaluate
performances and discuss and analyze performance ability with others.
b. Research healthful and safe practices for dancers learning the dances in Jitterbug! and modify
personal practice based on findings. Discuss how research informs practice.
c. Initiate, plan, and direct rehearsals with attention to technical details and fulfilling artistic expression
for creating a dance number for Jitterbug! Use a range of rehearsal strategies to achieve performance
excellence.
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Performing/Present

F
Process Component: Present
Anchor Standard: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
Enduring Understanding: Dance performance is an interaction between performer, production
elements, and audience that heightens and amplifies artistic expression.
Essential Question: How does a dancer heighten artistry in a public performance?

f-1
a. Demonstrate leadership qualities (for example commitment, dependability, responsibility, and
cooperation) when learning dances for Jitterbug! and preparing for performances. Demonstrate
performance etiquette and performance practices during class, rehearsal and performance. Postperformance, accept notes from choreographer and apply corrections to future performances.
Document the rehearsal and performance process and evaluate methods and strategies using dance
terminology and production terminology.
b. Evaluate possible designs for the production elements of a performance of Jitterbug! and select and
execute the ideas that would intensify and heighten the artistic intent of the dances.

f-2
a. Demonstrate leadership qualities (for example commitment, dependability, responsibility, and
cooperation) when preparing for performances of Jitterbug! Model performance etiquette and
performance practices during class, rehearsal and performance. Implement performance strategies to
enhance projection. Post-performance, accept notes from choreographer and apply corrections to future
performances. Document the rehearsal and performance process and evaluate methods and strategies
using dance terminology and production terminology.
b. Work collaboratively to produce a dance concert on a stage or in an alternative performance venue
using a dance scene from Jitterbug! and plan the production elements that would be necessary to fulfill
the artistic intent of the dance works.

f-3
a. Demonstrate leadership qualities (for example commitment, dependability, responsibility, and
cooperation) when preparing for a performance of Jitterbug! Model performance etiquette and
performance practices during class, rehearsal and performance. Enhance performance using a broad
repertoire of strategies for dynamic projection. Develop a professional portfolio (resume, head shot,
etc.) that documents the rehearsal and performance process with fluency in professional dance
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terminology and production terminology including the use of multimedia elements if possible.
b. Work collaboratively to produce dance concerts focusing on one dance scene from Jitterbug! in a
variety of venues and design and organize the production elements that would be necessary to fulfill the
artistic intent of the dance works in each of the venues. For instance, a performance at Radio City
Music Hall might be different than one performed in the center court of your local mall. Explain how
you would make adjustments for these kind of disparate venues.
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Responding/Analyze

G
Process Component: Analyze
Anchor Standard: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
Enduring Understanding: Dance is perceived and analyzed to comprehend its meaning.
Essential Question: How is a dance understood?

g-1
a. Analyze recurring patterns of movement in the basic Jitterbug dance step. Where/how did it
originate? At what point does a practitioner of a dance style show artistic intent or merit?
b. Analyze the use of elements of dance in a variety of genres, styles, and cultural movement practices
within Jitterbug!s cultural context to communicate intent. Use genre-specific dance terminology.

g-2
a. Watch this Jitterbug routine from 1941's Hellzapoppin' , analyze the dance and provide examples of
recurring patterns of movement and their relationships that create structure and meaning in the dance.
b. Analyze and compare the movement patterns and their relationships in the Jitterbug to the Slow
Drag. How are they similar? Different? Where the heck did they come from? BTW, the Slow Drag
YouTube link is one of the best re the dance and its history and is worth a watch because it features the
then (1941) controversial Katherine Dunham choreography of the dance for her Barrelhouse Blues.
Katherine Dunham is considered to be the “matriarch and queen mother of black dance.” Explain how
their differences impact communication and intent within a cultural context. Use genre-specific dance
terminology.

g-3
a. Analyze dance works from a variety of dance genres and styles found in Jitterbug! and explain how
recurring patterns of movement and their relationships create well-structured and meaningful
choreography.
b. Explain how the dances found in Jitterbug! communicate aesthetic and cultural values in a variety of
genres, styles, or cultural movement practices. Use genre-specific dance terminology.
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Responding/Interpret

H
Process Component: Interpret
Anchor Standard: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
Enduring Understanding: Dance is interpreted by considering intent, meaning, and artistic expression
as communicated through the use of the body, elements of dance, dance technique, dance structure, and
context.
Essential Question: How is dance interpreted?

h-1
a. Select and compare different dances found in Jitterbug! and discuss their intent and artistic
expression. Explain how the relationships among the elements of dance, use of body, dance technique,
and context enhance meaning and support intent using genre specific dance terminology.

h-2
a. Analyze and discuss how the elements of dance, execution of dance movement principles, and
context contribute to artistic expression in Jitterbug! dance scenes. Use genre specific dance
terminology.

h-3
a. Analyze and interpret how the elements of dance, execution of dance movement principles, and
context contribute to artistic expression across different genres, styles, or cultural movement practices
as shown in Jitterbug! Use these examples of different choreographic interpretations of the Black
Bottom which was considered the “challenger of the Charleston.” The first two are from 1927 and are
probably the closest examples of the original dance. The first one shows how to perform the dance-even in slow motion-- in the cultural context of that period's overt racism. The second shows a dancing
couple from France. The third is from the 1956 film The Best Things In Life are Free. Choreographed
by Rod Alexander and Bill Foster, it features a young Sheree North who 39-years-later would play
Kramer's mom “Babs” on Seinfeld in 1995. Finally, here's the legendary Josephine Baker's
interpretation and Lawrence Welk's take on the dance. Use genre specific dance terminology in your
report.
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Responding/Critique

I
Process Component: Critique
Anchor Standard: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.
Enduring Understanding: Criteria for evaluating dance vary across genres, styles, and cultures.
Essential Question: What criteria are used to evaluate dance?

i-1
a. Analyze the artistic expression of a dance found in Jitterbug! Discuss insights using evaluative
criteria and dance terminology.

i-2
a. Compare and contrast two or more dances found in Jitterbug! using evaluative criteria to critique
artistic expression. Consider societal values and a range of perspectives. Use genre-specific dance
terminology.

i-3
a. Define personal artistic preferences to critique a dance found in Jitterbug! Consider societal and
personal values, and a range of artistic expression. Discuss perspectives with peers and justify views.
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Connecting/Synthesize

j
Process Component: Synthesize
Anchor Standard: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Enduring Understanding: As dance is experienced, all personal experiences, knowledge, and contexts
are integrated and synthesized to interpret meaning.
Essential Question: How does dance deepen our understanding of ourselves, other knowledge, and
events around us?

j-1
a. Analyze Emmy nominated choreographer Jeffrey Page's Slow Drag dance number in Jitterbug! If
you haven't already seen it, go to www.jittrbug.net and on the opening page, scroll down until you see
his “Rehearsal Footage” video. How would you have done it differently? Why? Please note Mr. Page
was working with actor Khalil Kain who is not a professionally trained dancer. They had less than a
week to put something together-- with most of that time spent by Mr. Kain in rehearsal for the staged
reading. Had Mr. Kain been a dancer first and an actor second, would the dance have been different?
Aside from a dancer's talent, explain how the perspectives expressed by the choreographer may impact
one’s own interpretation of the dance. Provide evidence to support your analysis.
b. Collaboratively identify this dance related question or problem: how would you choreograph the
dance to Let's Face the Music and Dance which closes the first act in Jitterbug! as a group dance? The
original dance was choreographed by Fred Astaire for himself and Ginger Rogers in the 1936 movie
Follow the Fleet which you can watch here. The Jitterbug! playwright however has requested a dance
designed to fit Ella Fitzgerald's version of the song. Why do you think he made that decision? Could
the original version of the Gershwins' hit worked just as well? Will a group dance (involving the
“mourners” dancing this time with Tharbis and Billy instead of exiting the stage) change the “feel” of
the moment for better or worse? Conduct research through interview, research database, text, media, or
movement to come to your conclusions and solutions. Analyze and apply information gathered by
creating a group dance for that scene which closes the first act. Explain how it answers the questions
posed. Discuss how the dance communicates new perspectives or realizations. Compare orally and in
writing the process used in choreography to that of other creative, academic, or scientific procedures.

j-2
a. Analyze a dance that is related to content learned in other subjects and research its context.
Synthesize information learned and share new ideas about its impact on one’s perspective. Jitterbug! is
based on a thoroughly researched history of the time. It couldn't exist truthfully out of context and, in
fact, would lose much of its power and resonance. How is the Jitterbug dance then a reflection of its
time and place in history as shown in the dancical?
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b. Pretend you and your choreography team have been asked by the director of Jitterbug! to include the
following dance steps in the show to “keep it real”: the “Shorty George,” the “Suzy Q,” and “Sugar
Foots.” Aside from creating a dance using these elements, explain in writing or orally how you found
these dances and whether or not the process is transferable to other aspects of life and work. Use
established research methods and techniques to investigate the solution. Collaborate with others to
identify questions and solve movement problems that pertain to the challenge. Discuss orally or in
writing the insights relating to knowledge gained through the research process, the synergy of
collaboration, and the transfer of learning from this project to other learning situations.

j-3
a. Although Billy and Tharbis are treated as creative pioneers on the dance floors of Harlem in 1931,
“air steps” didn't make the scene until around 1936 as a response to swing music stepping up its power
and pace. The Jitterbug grew out of the Lindy which was down on the floor. Review these changes by
watching archival YouTube footage of the original dances. Search for other YouTube dance instruction
videos on the dances to get a better understanding. Read the “Jitterbug” section in Marshall and Jean
Stearns' incomparable Jazz Dance for the most complete and accurate history of the dance's evolution
and then share what you discovered. Review these dances which were developed over time with respect
to their content and context and their relationship to personal perspectives. Reflect on and analyze the
variables that contributed to changes in one’s personal growth.
b. Investigate various dance related careers through a variety of research methods and techniques.
Select those careers of most interest. Develop and implement a Capstone Project that reflects a possible
career choice. If you choose becoming a choreographer, please consider what it was like to be Clarence
Robinson. He was the first black choreographer hired by the mob to dream up dance numbers for its
Cotton Club revues. Consider creating a dance based on what you learned about Clarence Robinson,
what he must have felt and gone through as a choreographer for the mob, and how that influenced your
decision to become a choreographer anyway.
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Connecting/Relate

K
Process Component: Relate
Anchor Standard: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
Enduring Understanding: Dance literacy includes deep knowledge and perspectives about societal,
cultural, historical, and community contexts.
Essential Question: How does knowing about societal, cultural, historical and community experiences
expand dance literacy?

k-1
a. Analyze and discuss how the Jitterbug and other dances found in the dancical are part of the unique
American culture. Or are not? Could these dances have risen from other cultures? Unlike Western
European cultures from before the 20th century that primarily championed couple dancing, African
culture emphasizes dancing as an individual. Hip hop may seem new, but it's been around at least since
the late 19th century. Michael Jackson's “moonwalk” is a perfection of what came before (click here for
an amazing compilation of supportive video evidence). In the 1980's some Punk Rock musicians,
disillusioned with the punk scene, gravitated to swing music, reinventing it to a certain extent to fit into
a style of music and dance that would be called Retro Swing. Aside from the plethora of tattoos on the
men and women dancing in the clubs, Jitterbuggers from the 1930's might feel very much at home
since the “movement” encourages dressing up from that era. You can find two examples of the music
and the look here and here. The only remaining true constant from the swing era appropriated by retro
swing guys and gals was the dancing, it's pure Jitterbug. With that in mind, what does that say about
time and place in relation to the ideas and perspectives of the peoples from which the dance originates?

k-2
a. Applying the above criteria, analyze and discuss how the Jitterbug and other dances found in the
dancical are part of the unique American culture. Or are not? Could these dances have risen from other
cultures? Unlike Western European cultures from before the 20th century that primarily championed
couple dancing, African culture emphasizes dancing as an individual. Hip hop may seem new, but it's
been around since the late 19th century. Michael Jackson's “moonwalk” is a perfection of what came
before (click here for an amazing compilation of supportive video evidence). In the 1980's some Punk
Rock musicians, disillusioned with the punk scene, gravitated to swing music, reinventing it to a certain
extent to fit into a style of music and dance that would be called Retro Swing. Aside from the plethora
of tattoos on the men and women dancing in the clubs, Jitterbuggers from the 1930's might feel very
much at home since the “movement” encourages dressing up from that era. You can find two examples
of the music and the look here and here. The only remaining true constant from the swing era
appropriated by retro swing guys and gals was the dancing, it's pure Jitterbug. With that in mind, what
does that say about time and place in relation to the ideas and perspectives of the peoples from which
the dance originates?
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k-3
a. Analyze and discuss how the Jitterbug and other dances found in the dancical are part of the unique
American culture. Or are not? Could these dances have risen from other cultures? Unlike Western
European cultures from before the 20th century that primarily championed couple dancing, African
culture emphasizes dancing as an individual. Hip hop may seem new, but it's been around since the late
19th century. Michael Jackson's “moonwalk” is a perfection of what came before (click here for an
amazing compilation of supportive video evidence). In the 1980's some Punk Rock musicians,
disillusioned with the punk scene, gravitated to swing music, reinventing it to a certain extent to fit into
a style of music and dance that would be called Retro Swing. Aside from the plethora of tattoos on the
men and women dancing in the clubs, Jitterbuggers from the 1930's might feel very much at home
since the “movement” encourages dressing up from that era. You can find two examples of the music
and the look here and here. The only remaining true constant from the swing era appropriated by retro
swing guys and gals was the dancing, it's pure Jitterbug. With that in mind, what does that say about
time and place in relation to the ideas and perspectives of the peoples from which the dance originates?
Discuss how dance movement characteristics, techniques, and artistic criteria relate to the ideas and
perspectives of the peoples from which the dances originate, and how the analysis has expanded one’s
dance literacy.
Re Jitterbug!: For the last 150+ years America has been the world's choreographer. Its modern
influence in dance can be traced back to the time newly freed African slaves following the Civil War
were moving into New York City and rubbing shoulders and sharing dance steps with equally poor
Scotch-Irish immigrants. Clogging thanks to African rhythms became tap dancing. That evolution took
place in less than 50-years. Now with the advent of the Internet and YouTube, the introduction of new
dancing ideas has the potential of occurring much more rapidly. Today there appears to be a world
dance consciousness where every step is up for grabs within milliseconds-- including those from the
past that can be found archived on YouTube. Using the criteria above, how does the world's access to
the Internet effect change in the dissemination of new dance ideas?
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Resources
Video
Dance Styles in Jitterbug!:

B

Black Bottom: 1927 newsreel (music added). Despite its overt racism which was common for
the times, it includes instructions on how to do the dance (on insert cards) and shows how to do the
dance with part of them in slow motion. Single dancer.
Black Bottom: 1927 silent newsreel. French couple dancing. Barely resembles the dance seen
in the video above. Does show the connection to the Charleston.
Black Bottom: 1927 silent newsreel. Claims to show the “original” dance.
Black Bottom: 1928 silent newsreel. Shows close-up of steps. Couple.
Black Bottom: 1929 film Hallelujah Contains probably the most authentic Black Bottom. One
of the earliest “talkies” made, this film was directed by one of the top directors of that day, King Vidor
(who was white) for MGM. You can learn more about the film here.
Black Bottom: Roxie Hart (1942) Ginger Rogers performs the dance. Re-make of the 1927
silent movie Chicago which the latter 1975 Broadway hit Chicago and the 2002 Oscar-winning film
are based on.
Black Bottom: 1956 film The Best Things in Life are Free. This Broadwaysized version
features Sheree North who nearly 40-years later would play Cosmo Kramer's mom “Babs” on Seinfeld.
Black Bottom: Lawrence Welk Show.

C

Charleston: 1920's newsreel. Shows how to do the dance with music.

Charleston: Vintage B&W TV special showing two of the great Savoy dancers demonstrating
the Charleston, Al Minns and Leon James. Both were members of the Jolly Fellows and danced
exclusively in Cat's Corner at the Savoy. Both also danced in Whitey's Lindy Hoppers. Here they are
doing a potpourri of dance steps (Shimmy, Charleston, Black Bottom, Snake Hips, and the Lindy
Hop/Jitterbug). You can also watch both men in their prime in this amazing compilation reel of
Lindy/Jitterbug dancers. Watch and be amazed and inspired.

J

Jitterbug: A Day at the Races (1937). This Marx Brothers movie features a segment with
Whitey's Lindy Hoppers called “All God's Children Got Rhythm.” Leon James does his thing at 1:50.
The whole segment is wonderfully inspiring-- especially watching the heavyset guy do a slow split.
Jitterbug: I Am The Law (1938) Inspiring if for no other reason than to watch Edward G
Robinson attempt The Dance, aka the Jitterbug.
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Jitterbug: It's in the Stars (1938) More inspired moves. Lots of Pecking going on.
Jitterbug: Radio City Revels (1938) Featuring Whitey's Lindy Hoppers.
Jitterbug: Start Cheering (1938) Line and circle Jitterbug dancing plus the band leader calls
out steps used in Jitterbug! which are dutifully done. Also includes some inspired tap dancing.
Jitterbug: Blondie Meets The Boss (1939). Based on the comic strip Blondie. Some wild stuff
going on here with Dagwood wearing a wire for his “air steps.”
Jitterbug: Keep Punchin' Jitterbug Contest. 1939 B&W movie with some worthy moves.
Jitterbug: Naughty But Nice (1939) It literally takes a “hot foot” to get star Dick Powell up
and dancing. In the film Powell's character calls the Jitterbug “absolutely barbaric” but is reminded that
it can't be all bad since “10 million kids love it.”
Jitterbug: Wizard of Oz (1939) This dance scene was cut from the film. Shot by a stage hand
behind the scenes (you can see guys hiding inside the rubber trees). Worth a watch just to see Ray
Bolger's take on a scarecrow dancing the Jitterbug. The Tin Man is Buddy Ebsen before he had to drop
out because of his allergy to the tin colored make-up (replaced by Jack Haley). Both actors were song
and dance men.
Jitterbug: Hellzapoppin (1941) featuring Whitey's Lindy Hoppers. Names of the dancers can
be found on the “amazing compilation reel” above.
Jitterbug: Hot Chocolate (Cottontail) 1941. Featuring Whitey's Lindy Hoppers and the Duke
Ellington Orchestra. Wild and inspiring stuff here!
Jitterbug: Jitterbug Jamboree (1941) Newsreel snippet of one of the legendary Harvest Moon
Balls in NYC's Madison Square Garden only months before the Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor. This is
what the 1931 Jitterbug! dance contest will look like in 10-years. In the dancical, only Billy and
Tharbis are dancing like this.
Jitterbug: Harvest Moon Ball (1940's) Great stuff here! Get inspired and do it!
Jitterbug: Ringside Maisie (1941) Features Ann Sothern as a bored Jitterbugger dancing in a
full-length gown. Props to her partner Roy Lester who does his best to get her into the groove.
Jitterbug: The Outline of Jitterbug History (1942). A comic short featuring Whitey's Lindy
Hoppers. Worth a watch to see 18th century costumed and bewigged dancers doing the Jitterbug.
Jitterbug: Private Buckaroo (1942) Features the “Jivin' Jack and Jills,” a Universal Studios
assembled group of the best teenage dancers in the country. Donald O'Connor was one of them. High
energy, synchronized multi-couple Jitterbugging, extreme spinning, and acrobatics. Worth a watch!
Jitterbug: Rings on her Fingers (1942) Includes the great Henry Fonda cutting the rug.
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Jitterbug: The Canterville Ghost (1944) Showcases some pretty cool moves like Pecking and
the Suzy Q.
Jitterbug: The Fighting Seabees (1944). John Wayne dances the Jitterbug. Worth a watch
especially for that one instruction from his dancing partner: “Pull!”
Jitterbug: Groovy Movie (1944). A great if not bizarre instructional video that surprisingly
connects Jitterbug steps to other dancing styles from history. Includes moves mentioned in Jitterbug!
with props to Shorty George.
Jitterbug: Twice Blessed (1945). Great dance moves and hep-cat jive, too!
Jitterbug: Till the End of Time (1946) Laid back and slow enough anyone can watch and learn
the steps (including a very young Robert Mitchum who wouldn't get up and try).
Jitterbug: Swing Kids (1993) Who knew German kids were Jitterbugging in Nazi Germany?
Choreographed by Otis Sallid and Ryan Francois.

L

Lindy: Please note, in Jitterbug! the Lindy is for those who can't do the Jitterbug or win dance
contests. The following examples are for learning the steps for the “rest of them” who are taking up
space on the dancical's dance floors.
Dance champion Robert Royston has assembled a one-stop-place on the Net for anyone wanting
to learn how to swing dance including learning how to do the period Lindy Hop found in Jitterbug! It's
really quite remarkable and worth the watch. Each video lesson (listed on the right side of the screen)
automatically segues from one to the other (unless, of course, you want to pause and replay a video
enough times to learn the steps). Here he also singles out the “Shorty George” named after George
“Shorty” Snowden and shows you how to do it.
Here's a link to watching and learning most of the steps associated with the Lindy as
demonstrated by Al Minns and Leon James, members of the Jolly Fellow, who actually danced and
invented some of the steps at the Savoy. These early 60's clips show the men some 30+ years after their
reign at the Savoy. Pretty cool.

S

Slow Drag: Blues dance instructor Joe DeMers has assembled an amazing 5-part series on
learning how to do a mean slow drag. Props for including archival footage of people actually doing the
dance with lifts and spins. Muy inspiring.

T

Tap Dancing: Billy Rhythm and Tharbis Jefferson are accomplished dancers who know many
styles. When they start to reinvent the winning Jitterbug number at the Savoy dance contest, they
unleash everything they know on the dance floor including tap dancing, something that was rarely seen
at that time outside of either the black or white vaudeville theatre. But, unlike the “old school” hoofer
style of Bojangles which basically was tap dancing in place, with little or no movement across the
floor, they were “tapping” the style of the legendary Eddie Rector who, at that time, was tapping while
dancing gracefully across the stage, i.e., in the style of Fred Astaire*. Of course, what the playwright is
looking for from Billy and Tharbis is something on the level of the Nicholas Brothers dance from their
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1943 film Stormy Weather which is based on the life of Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. It stars Mr.
Robinson, Lena Horne, and Cab Calloway. A full viewing is recommended on many levels including
getting a sense of Jitterbug!'s historical setting. *In Jazz Dance, Astaire is quoted as seeing himself as a “'musical
comedy performer' with no rules of dancing that he cannot break, and no limitations on what he may attempt.” A good
mantra for any aspiring choreographer or dancer.

Tap Dancing: Here's a video featuring Sammy Davis, Jr and other legendary tap dancers at the
Apollo Theater. Steps galore are on display plus the opening vintage footage of Sammy (dancing with
his father and uncle) should inspire anyone.
Tap Dancing: Here's the closest thing the playwright could find of tap dancers “trading fours”
as depicted in the Jitterbug! scene between Billy and Bojangles in the Hoofer's Club (but with far less
space to move around and kissing). It's with Gregory Hines and Sammy Davis, Jr. The actual show
down doesn't start until about 7:45 but it is preceded with some great tap dancing by Hines.
Tap Dancing: 1984's Broadway smash The Tap Dance Kid's “Fabulous Feet” number featuring
Hinton Battle, 13-year-old Alfonso Ribeiro, major balletic spinning, cringe-inducing splits, and break
dancing.
Tap Dancing: Dule Hill and Gus Omundson's tap challenge in an episode from Psych captures
the feel of trading fours in the Hoofer's Club but with a rap music groove.

Historic Jitterbug! Character References
Harold Arlen: Son of a Jewish Cantor, Arlen was only in his twenties when he and his songwriting
partner/lyricist Ted Koehler began writing songs for the mob's Owney Madden who owned the Cotton
Club. He later went on to write the music for The Wizard of Oz (lyrics by E.Y. “Yip” Harburg) which
included, of course, “Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” Here's a link to a 1954 TV special featuring
Arlen playing a piano while stars like Frank Sinatra sing his songs. You can read his online bio here.
Cab Calloway: The coolest cat ever to have lived and another one of America's great gifts to the
world. As a band leader no one had ever seen anything like him before-- or since. A true original. Here
is a one-stop-place on YouTube for everything Cab. If you don't have a lot of time, make sure you
watch the 1933 clip of him singing his hit Zaz Zuh Zaz. It's a compilation of many of his performances
of his hit songs including Minnie the Moocher with him appearing in white tails and a white Zoot Suit.
You can read his online bio here.
Vincent “Mad Dog” Coll: Born Uinseann Ó Colla, this Irish-American gangster business model of
kidnapping rival gangsters came back to bite him in the ass when Owney Madden made him pay the
ultimate price for kidnapping his partner at the Cotton Club, George “Big Frenchy” DeMange. Coll
died of multiple gunshot wounds in a phone booth at the London Chemists drug store on 8th Avenue and
23rd Street in Manhattan. He was 23-years old at the time of his death. You can read more about him
here.
Ella Fitzgerald: As a teenager, she was discovered in an Apollo Theater talent competition. Chick
Webb hired the 18-year-old in 1935 to sing for his band. When he died in 1939, she took over
managing it. You can read her amazing online bio here.
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Owney Madden/Big Frenchy DeMange: Mobster boss and his partner. They owned the Cotton Club.
You can read their online bio here.
Bill “Bojangles: Robinson: Considered by many to be the greatest of the early hoofers. Here's a onestop-place on YouTube for everything Bojangles. You can read his online bio here.
Stephanie St. Clair/Ellsworth “Bumpy” Johnson: Born in Martinique, the entrepreneurial St. Clair
partnered with Ellsworth “Bumpy” Johnson to bring the illegal numbers game to Harlem where she
was called Madam St. Clair (the disrespectful “Queenie in the rest of NYC). When white gangster
Dutch Schultz decided to “annex” her business, a gang war broke out with over 40 dead in the process.
You can read more about Madame and Bumpy here.
Chick Webb: The diminutive drummer and bandleader held reign at the Savoy Ballroom from 1931
until his death in 1939. Because the Savoy loved staging “Battle of the Bands” with any swing band
that might be in town, one was set up with the Benny Goodman Orchestra. When word got out, 25,000
people were lined up outside of the Savoy trying to get in while 5,000 were already squeezed inside. As
it turned out, “Harlem's House Band” took on the big and powerful Benny Goodman band and put
them away. The only video we could find of Chick Webb and his Orchestra is from a 1929 short called
After Seben (skip forward to 11:30) Although it only shows part of his band, the video has some other
things going for it. First it stars James Barton, one of the top white vaudevillians who came out of the
minstrel shows, i.e., he performed in black face (stay around to see his “eccentric” dance at the end).
Secondly, the dancers are all from the Savoy Ballroom-- including George “Shorty” Snowden. Steps
include the Charleston, the Cakewalk, and the Breakaway (which Snowden takes credit for inventing).
Finally, you gotta admire the clothing style of the first woman dancer-- especially that way cool miniboot. You can read Webb's online bio here.
Herbert “Whitey” White: Head bouncer at the Savoy Ballroom, founder of the Jolly Fellows, a
Harlem gang of the 1920's and 30's, and various Lindy dance troupes such as Whitey's Lindy Hoppers.
You can read his online bio here.

Historic Jitterbug! Scene References
Cotton Club: The legendary Cotton Club was owned and operated by gang boss Owney Madden as a
way of selling his “Number One” beer that he brewed in Canada and snuck and bribed past US
authorities to sell in his club during Prohibition. It was once known as “Club Deluxe” and owned by
the first African American World Champion Heavyweight prize fighter Jack Johnson. Madden
persuaded the champ to sell it to him by making him “an offer he couldn't refuse.” Located at 142 nd
Street and Lenox Avenue, it lasted from 1923 to 1935. Following the 1935 Harlem race riot it shut
down in 1936 and reopened later in that year at Broadway and 48 th (where Broadway and 7th Avenue
meet in Manhattan). Here's a rare look of an actual Cotton Club show when the dashing young genius
Duke Ellington was working there before going to Hollywood and Cab Calloway took over. Here's a
1934 YouTube link to Cab performing in what may or not be the Cotton Club-- it could have been shot
in Hollywood but it has the most accurate, intimate feel for the Club. His actual performance begins
around 3:24 but the prelude is also worth a watch to see his showmanship).
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Lafayette Theater: To learn more about the legendary theatre, please click here and scroll down the
page until you get to the Lafayette items which includes rare footage of 20-year-old Orson Welles 1936
staging of MacBeth with the first all African American cast.
Savoy Ballroom: When it opened in 1926 on Lenox Avenue between 140 th and 141st streets in Harlem,
it was the largest ballroom in the world, big enough to accommodate 5,000 people at a time. It had two
band stands and its block-long wood dance floor was spring loaded (and replaced every three years).
Owned by Moe Gale, a Jewish man, and managed by Charles Buchanan, a black man, it was
instrumental for breaking down racial barriers where people of all colors and economic strata could
dance to swing music-- despite white police trying to stop white patrons from entering in the Savoy's
early days. George “Shorty” Snowden received a gilt lifetime pass for helping put it on the map when
he won the Savoy's first dance marathon. After a 33-year run, the Savoy is only a legendary distant
memory. Here's an interesting look at the Savoy with interviews, including one with the son of Moe
Gale. This link will take you to the PBS page on the Savoy.
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